FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Perspective announces the winners of A&D TROPHY AWARDS 2018 in Hong Kong
[19 November, 2018]
There were a record number of entries to this year’s awards to cap another year of impressive
achievements for design projects across the Asia region. The awards marked yet another
ground-breaking development in the region’s leading architecture, interiors and product design
competition. In attendance were over three hundred guests, including shortlisted award winners,
judges, architects and interior designers, as well as board members from leading local architect
and design associations.
The gala presentation evening for the A&D TROPHY AWARDS 2018 was held at Eaton Club,
Central, on Friday 16 November. Best of Category awards and Certificates of Excellence were
awarded in each category, and among the major winners of the evening were M Moser
Associates, LIXIL, GLA-Design and Tokyo-based TDStudio.
In addition, Best of the Best Trophies (presented by Rocco Yim) were awarded:
• Neri&Hu Design and Research Office The Walled – Tsingpu Yangzhou Retreat
(Architecture). The is the second year in a row for the firm to receive The Best of the
Best Trophy for the Architecture category.
• A Work of Substance for The Fleming (Interior Design)
• COLOURLIVING for Dornbracht – Aquamoon (Product Design)
• Cynthia Lam Hiu Ching for Museum of REDEEM the Earth (Students)
The night also honoured the 2018 Pinnacle Award recipient, Ronald J Phillips. Phillips, who
lives in the United Kingdom and was unable to attend the ceremony, was represented by friend
Professor Cole Roskam of The University of Hong Kong who accepted the award on his behalf.
“Little did I think as a young architect arriving here so long ago that I would receive such an
award and it is much appreciated. Professionally Hong Kong was for me the most rewarding
and fulfilled part of my career and I cannot thank enough those responsible for giving me the
opportunity to practice my art in such a dynamic society, I could go on on, but suffice to say
thank you for this recognition......” said Phillips on hearing of his receiving the award.
Full details of the winners and projects can be found at:
perspectiveglobal.com/awards/adt-awards/

The 2018 A&D Trophy Awards was held at Eaton Club and attended by 300+ guests
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